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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, thin ferroelectric films based on
oxides with a perovskite structure have attracted an
increasing interest from the points of view of both
basic science and practical application. By now, there
are many theoretical and experimental papers investi�
gating properties of thin films [1–5]. Unceasing inter�
est in the films is due to their sometimes unusual novel
properties that differ from properties of the bulk mate�
rial, and to prospects of their utilization in all kinds of
modern devices. In turn, ferroelectric solid solutions
based on perovskite oxides are subjects of many studies
in last decades [6–9]. Practical interest is caused by

lead�based solid solutions, among them Pb O3

(B' = Sc, Ga, In, Lu; B'' = Nb, Ta). With a decrease in
temperature, these compounds undergo various
sequential phase transitions, including ferroelectric
and anti�ferroelectric ones; in this case, the symmetry
of low�temperature phases and the sequence and types
of phase transitions depend on chemical composition
and degree of ordering of B' and B'' cations. Lattice
dynamics and ferroelectric properties of disordered

Pb O3 solid solutions have been studied in
[10]. In the present paper we report results of lattice
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dynamics and spontaneous polarization calculations

for thin ferroelectric films of disordered Pb O3

(B' = Sc, Ga, In, Lu; B'' = Nb, Ta) solid solutions,
which are compared with the results obtained for bulk
compounds. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the periodic slab geometry with vacuum
layer. 
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The calculations are performed in the periodic slab
geometry, where, in order to generate periodic bound�
ary conditions in the direction normal to the film sur�
face, an N�monolayer thick film is surrounded by vac�
uum layers two lattice parameters thick and thus three�
dimensional quasi�cell to be used in calculations is
created. Two kinds of film surface are possible depend�
ing on which atoms are located on the surface: AO or
〈B〉O2 kinds (where 〈B〉 is the average ion within the
virtual crystal approximation). The geometry of the
calculations is shown in Fig. 1. 

The calculations are performed using the ab initio
model that takes into account dipole and quadrupole
polarization of ions. To simulate disordered solid solu�
tion we use the “virtual crystal” approximation [11].
The same lattice parameters as for bulk compounds
[10] are employed. 

The frequencies obtained as the result of simula�
tions of solid solution films are shown in Table 1. In
order to save space the table shows frequency values
for 3�, 5�, and 7�layer PbIn1/2Nb1/2O3 films for two
surface types. Other compounds demonstrate quite
similar pattern and corresponding frequencies,
including unstable polar modes, are rather close to
each other. For example, Fig. 2 shows frequency of the
soft polar mode as a function of the compound for two
surface types and film thickness of 5 monolayers
(≈8 Å). Clearly, frequencies of soft polar modes for all
compounds with the same surface type are quite simi�
lar to each other. As an example, it is shown in Table 1
for all thicknesses of the compounds in question that

there is an unstable polar mode in the center of the
Brillouin zone (it is indicated by asterisks in the table).
The calculations show that, for all compounds, the
instability is related only to atomic displacements
within the film surface and polar mode with atomic
displacements in the direction perpendicular to the
surface is stable for all compounds and all thicknesses
under consideration. Instability of the polar mode
does not go away even for the minimum thickness of
the film of 3 monolayers except for scandium com�
pounds, in which the mode is stable for 3�monolayer
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Fig. 2. Frequency of the soft polaron mode for films with
(1, 2) PbO and (3, 4) 〈B〉O2 surfaces of the compounds
with B'' = (1, 3) Nb and (2, 4) Ta. (5, 6) Frequencies of the
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film and the instability appears in 5�layer film. Atomic
displacements along eigenvector of the unstable polar
mode for two surface types are shown in Figs. 3a and
3b. The eigenvector of the mode in the film differs
from the eigenvector of ferroelectric mode in the bulk
solid solution. In both cases, as for bulk compounds
[10], the largest displacements occur for Pb and O⊥

atoms, but eigenvectors of the soft polar modes differ

for different types of surfaces. In the case of PbO sur�
face, the amplitude of atomic displacements is maxi�
mum at the film surface and decreases toward film
center, where they are very small (Fig. 3a). At the same
time, the opposite situations takes place in the case of
〈B〉O2 surface: the amplitude of atomic displacements
increases from surface to center of the film. Atomic
displacements along the mode eigenvector are shown

Table 1. Calculated values of the lattice vibration frequencies (cm–1) at the center of the Brillouin zone (q = 0) of PbIn1/2Nb1/2O3
for film thicknesses of 3, 5, and 7 monolayers

PbO surface 〈B〉O2 surface

3 layers (4.1 Å) 5 layers (8.2 Å) 7 layers (12.3 Å) 3 layers (4.1 Å) 5 layers (8.2 Å) 7 layers (12.3 Å)

146.1i(2)* 135.0i(2)* 132.8i(2)* 46.7i(2)* 61.2i(2)* 68.2i(2)*

110.9i(2) 129.1i(2) 131.7i(2) 85.1(2) 36.9i(2) 45.4i(2)

73.3 55.4i(2) 68.8i(2) 92.9 57.8(2) 39.6i(2)

106.5 51.5(2) 46.4i(2) 123.8 68.5 39.5(2)

115.0(2) 58.12 35.8(2) 189.9 89.7 51.5

158.6(2) 81.9 46.5 203.2(2) 93.4(2) 76.6(2)

216.7 96.8 72.3 206.8 107.6 80.2

249.8(2) 134.9 76.5(2) 242.9(2) 142.8 89.0

337.9 137.2(2) 85.3 243.0(2) 194.2 96.9(2)

415.7 147.7(2) 91.5 356.1(2) 198.6 101.5

422.9(2) 211.8 119.5 360.4(2) 207.3(2) 125.8

423.5 212.3(2) 141.8(2) 376.1 207.8(2) 149.2

222.6 144.4(2) 424.5 221.4 196.7

247.5(2) 145.2 513.8 239.7(2) 206.6(2)

249.5(2) 209.7 243.7(2) 208.5(2)

343.2 210.1(2) 248.9(2) 211.2(2)

363.8 213.6(2) 354.2 215.1

405.8 217.3 358.5(2) 224.5

419.8(2) 224.9 358.6(2) 241.5(2)

422.8(2) 246.5(2) 409.8 241.6(2)

438.8 248.0(2) 410.3 247.8(2)

507.2 249.5(2) 419.3(2) 248.9(2)

343.5 500.3 344.9

354.3 522.9 358.6(2)

376.8 358.7(2)

415.3 383.5

418.1(2) 403.5

421.2(2) 416.4

422.7(2) 417.8(2)

434.9 420.9(2)

501.4 491.7

516.0 518.4

522.9

Note: Soft modes are shown as imaginary values. Parenthetic numbers correspond to the degeneracy of the modes. Asterisks indicate
unstable polar modes.
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in Fig. 3b. In the case of films with PbO surface, the
frequency of the unstable polar mode is almost con�
stant with thickness, but in the case of 〈B〉O2 surface,
there is a clear dependence of the soft mode frequency
on film thickness. Figure 4 shows calculated depen�
dence of the square root of the difference between
squares of frequencies of the unstable polar mode in

the film and in the bulk crystal (ω = ) as
a function of the inverse thickness of the film for com�
pound with 〈B〉O2 surface. Figure 4 demonstrates that
the obtained dependence is almost linear and that.
with increase in thickness, the frequency of the soft
polar mode approaches the value of ferroelectric mode
frequency in the bulk crystal (which is shown in
Fig. 2). The obtained dependence can be described
with reasonable accuracy by the equation ω = k/l,
where k is a proportionality factor and l is the film
thickness. It should also be noted that, besides the soft
polar mode, frequency spectra for both surface types
contain unstable modes for which amplitudes of
atomic displacements are maximum at surfaces,
decrease toward center of the slab, and are equal to
zero for the central layer. Displacements on the oppo�
site surfaces are antiparallel to each other. Atomic dis�
placements along the eigenvector of one of such
modes are shown in Fig. 3c. 

Apart from the dependence of unstable frequencies
of lattice vibrations on film thickness, we calculate
similar dependences for dynamic charges, high�fre�
quency permittivity, and spontaneous polarization. It
is well�known that large values of the dynamic charges
in perovskite oxides act as a source of strong dipole–
dipole interactions, which, in turn, are responsible for
the ferroelectric state in the perovskites. It was demon�
strated in [12] that dynamic charges on the surface and
near it should differ from the values for bulk com�
pounds, and this can affect ferroelectric instability in
films. Calculated values of dynamic charges for the

ωvol
2

ωfilm
2

–

solid solution films discussed in the present paper are
shown in Tables 2 and 3. For all thicknesses, the com�
ponents of the dynamic Born charge tensor in the

plane of the film ( ) are almost the same as the val�
ues obtained for the bulk crystal (Table 2). The com�
ponents of dynamic charge tensor that are perpendic�

ular to the film surface ( ) grow with increase in
thickness, as it is demonstrated by Table 3, and
approach the values for the bulk crystal [10]. As was
found in [10], the dynamic charges of ions 〈B〉 and O⊥

decrease with an increase in the atomic number of the
ion B'. It should be noted that values of dynamic
charges for surface atoms are observed to be different,
and they are 15–20% larger than corresponding values
for atoms in the bulk of the film. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the calculated dependences of
parallel and perpendicular components of permittivity
tensor on film thickness. Both components of the
high�frequency permittivity grow with increase in the
film thickness. But although at large film thickness,

Z||
*

Z⊥
*

Table 2. Dynamic Born charges  for disordered solid
solution films with a thickness of 15 monolayers

Atom PSN PGN PIN PLN PST PGT PIT PLT

Pb 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.7

〈B〉 5.1 4.5 4.6 4.2 4.3 4.0 4.1 3.6

O(Pb) –1.8 –2.0 –2.5 –2.5 –2.0 –2.1 –2.6 –2.5

O1(〈B〉) –4.1 –3.2 –3.0 –2.3 –2.8 –2.3 –2.2 –1.6

O2(〈B〉) –1.8 –2.0 –2.2 –2.2 –2.0 –2.1 –2.3 –2.3

Note: PSN is PbScNbO3, PGN is PbGaNbO3, PIN is PbInNbO3,
PLN is PbLuNbO3, PST is PbScTaO3, PGT is PbGaTaO3,
PIT is PbInTaO3, and PLT is PbLuTaO3. O(Pb) is the oxygen
ion in the PbO plane, and O1(〈B〉) and O2(〈B〉) are oxygen
ions in the 〈B〉O2 plane.
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the magnitude of the parallel component almost
reaches the permittivity of the bulk crystal for all com�
pounds, the magnitude of perpendicular component
significantly differs from the corresponding value for
the bulk compound [10]. 

Using the obtained eigenvector of the unstable
polar mode and magnitudes of dynamic charges,
spontaneous polarization in ferroelectric phase is cal�
culated for two surface types using the equation 

where i is the number of atom, ξiα is eigenvector of the
mode, uα (α = x, y) are components of displacement
amplitude for ions, and Ω is the unit cell volume.
Maximum amplitude is determined using dependence
of the total energy of the film E on displacement of
ions along eigenvector of the polar mode. The calcula�
tions show that the deepest energy minimum corre�
sponds to displacement of ions along [110] direction.
The calculated dependences of the energies E – E0

(where E0 is the total energy of undistorted phase) on
amplitude in this direction for all compounds and both
surface types are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b for the 11�
layer film. It is found that, for PbO and 〈B〉O2 surface
types, the depth of the energy minimum grows with
increase in atomic number of ion B', but for PbO sur�
face in the paraelectric phase, the amplitude of ion
displacements from the equilibrium that corresponds
to the energy minimum is the same, independently of
thicknesses for each compound, and for 〈B〉O2 surface,

P 1
Ω
��� uαZi*ξiα,

i α,

∑=

it increases with increase in film thickness (this is
demonstrated in Fig. 7c on the example of
PbIn1/2Nb1/2O3). 

Figures 8 and 9 show calculated dependences of
polarization of solid solution thin films (P =

) on the slab thickness for PbO and 〈B〉O2

surface types. The graphs demonstrate that, for PbO
surface, the magnitude of the spontaneous polariza�
tion achieves maximum value (which is higher than
polarization of bulk compounds calculated in [10]) at
a film thickness of 3 monolayers (~ 4 Å). It decreases
with increase in film thickness, and the polarization of
sufficiently thick films (~50 Å) is significantly lower
than that of bulk compounds. It should be noted that
similar dependence of spontaneous polarization mag�
nitude on thickness was obtained in [13] for thin
PbTiO3 film. In the case of 〈B〉O2 surface, behavior of
the polarization as a function of the thickness is differ�
ent, as it is shown in Fig. 9; namely, the magnitude of
the polarization remains approximately equal to the
corresponding value for the bulk crystal for entire
range of film thicknesses under discussion. Figure 10
shows changes in spontaneous polarization with layer
number, starting from surface, in PbIn1/2Nb1/2O3 for
two surface types being discussed here. The figures
demonstrate that, in the first case, mainly surface lay�
ers of the film are polarized and the “bulk” of the film
remains weakly polarized, and in the second case, on
the contrary, internal layers turn out to be the most
polarized ones. 

Px
2

Py
2

+

Table 3. Dynamic Born charges  for disordered solid solution films at different thicknesses

Number
of layers Atom PSN PGN PIN PLN PST PGT PIT PLT

5 Pb 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.4

〈B〉 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.8

O(Pb) –1.6 –1.5 –1.4 –1.4 –1.4 –1.3 –1.2 –1.2

O(〈B〉) –0.7 –0.9 –1.0 –1.1 –0.9 –1.0 –1.0 –1.1

15 Pb 1.6 1.6 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.9 1.9

〈B〉 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4

O(Pb) –2.3 –2.0 –1.9 –1.8 –1.9 –1.7 –1.6 –1.5

O(〈B〉) –1.0 –1.2 –1.3 –1.4 –1.1 –1.3 –1.4 –1.5

25 Pb 1.1 2.1 2.2 2.1 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.1

〈B〉 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.6

O(Pb) –2.7 –2.3 –2.2 –2.0 –2.1 –2.0 –1.9 –1.7

O(〈B〉) –1.2 –1.4 –1.6 –1.6 –1.4 –1.5 –1.6 –1.7

35 Pb 1.9 2.0 2.3 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.3 2.3

〈B〉 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.8

O(Pb) –2.9 –2.5 –2.4 –2.2 –2.4 –2.1 –2.0 –1.9

O(〈B〉) –1.3 –1.5 –1.6 –1.7 –1.4 –1.6 –1.7 –1.9

Z⊥*
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

The main results are as follows: 

(1) It has been found that the phonon spectra of the
films under study with all thicknesses contain an
unstable polar mode with atomic displacements in the
plane of the film, but the eigenvector of this mode is
different for films with different types of surfaces. In
the case of the PbO surface, the largest displacement is
observed for the atoms lying on the surface and the
atomic displacement amplitude decreases away from
the surface of the film. In the case of the 〈B〉O2 surface,
by contrast, the atoms located at the center of the slab
undergo the maximum displacement, whereas the sur�
face atoms experience the minimum displacement. 

(2) The calculation of the square root of the differ�
ence between squared frequencies of the soft polaron
mode in the bulk crystal and in the film as a function
of the inverse thickness of the film has demonstrated
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that the dependence is approximately described by
straight line. With increase in film thickness, the fre�
quency of the soft polaron mode in the film
approaches its value for the bulk crystal. 

(3) Dependence of spontaneous polarization
within the film plane in [110] direction on its thickness
is found for two surface types. In the case of PbO sur�
face, the magnitude of spontaneous polarization of
thin films turns out to be significantly larger than that
for bulk compounds and it decreases with increase in
film thickness in contrast to the case of 〈B〉O2 surface,

where magnitude of the polarization remains almost
constant with film thickness and it is approximately
equal to the value for bulk compounds. Also, polariza�
tion of individual layers in PbIn1/2Nb1/2O3 film is calcu�
lated. It is found that in the case of PbO surface mainly
surface layers are polarized, and in the case of 〈B〉O2 sur�
face, on the contrary, the “bulk” of the film is polarized
more strongly than surface, as it is demonstrated by the
example of the film consisting of 11 layers. 
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